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The Herald is now available 
for purchase inside select local stores.

This new, paid in-store service 
supplements our traditional, 

free distribution.
Your purchases/donations help support 
local journalism. See article below for 

more information. Thank you!

What’s
THIS?

By AL CAMPBELL

CREST HAVEN - Commercial fishermen will 
have an opportunity to air sentiments concerning 
the offshore wind project before the Cape May 
County Board of County Commissioners later 
this month.  

At its April 13 caucus, Board Director Gerald 
Thornton told peers at the internet meeting that 
he wants that segment of the county’s nontourist 
economy to be heard before turbines are placed 
within sight of the county and cables cross a 
local beach.

“They (commercial fishermen) have a lot of res-
ervations about what’s going on,” said Thornton. 

“I would like the board to take a position to 
oppose this, but that’s up to you (the board),” 
he continued.

“I am going to personally oppose it,” he added. 
Thornton asked about windmills that froze 

in Texas late this winter and was told since the 
turbines will be at sea, they won’t freeze. 

“Well, I’m going to tell you, it freezes,” he 
added. “We’ve seen the bay frozen.” 

There are many permits needed, and studies 
must be done, as well as concerns about the 
connection to the electric grid. 

Thornton cited figures provided by Rutgers 

University, reporting the commercial fishing 
industry in the county produces $192 million of 
product. The industry, in and out of the county, is 
estimated to be associated with between 12,000 
and 13,000 businesses, he said.

“It is very significant,” he added. 

The port of Wildwood/Cape May is the state’s 
largest commercial port. The county is ranked 
10th in value of all ports in the nation.

In the Northeast, from Maine to Virginia, the 
county is ranked second in value and total pounds 
harvested, he said, adding it is “standard practice” 
in Europe and Asia to compensate commercial 
fishing businesses for lost income from offshore 
wind projects. 

“We’re not hearing any of that here. Not at 
all,” said Thornton.

In the U.S., there is no legal process for that 
to take place, he said. Certain states negotiated 
payments of their own with commercial fisher-

men, he continued.
Further, Thornton said a federal government 

energy information agency reported in February 
that offshore wind is one of the most expensive 
forms of electricity. 

Additionally, he expressed concern for the on-
shore impact of the wind project coming to shore 
in Ocean City and down Roosevelt Boulevard. 

“What impact is that going to have on Cape 
May County? What impact will that have on our 
tourist business?” Thornton asked.

The federal Bureau of Ocean Energy Man-
agement is seeking public input on the project, 
Thornton said. 

The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 
announced a Notice of Intent to start an envi-
ronmental impact statement for the construction 
of Ocean Wind’s 160,480-acre turbine farm off 
South Jersey’s coast. A public comment period 
exists until April 29, at 11:59 p.m. Comments 
may be submitted electronically, at https://www.
regulations.gov/.

“I think it’s imperative to support our fishing 
industry,” said Thornton. 

“There is no discussion about Atlantic City 
Electric and the backup that’s going to be needed 
for these windmills if they fail,” he said.

“It’s time for the discussion to get started,” said 
Commissioner E. Marie Hayes, of Ocean City. 

“The issue is, the feds are pushing this, and 
the state is also pushing this,” said Thornton. “I 
think we really have an uphill battle. I want us 
to make sure our fishermen and the industry are 
protected.”

Hayes said she spoke to an official at Lund’s 

By KAREN KNIGHT

SOUTH DENNIS - A small group of teachers 
hopes that those who see someone wearing silly 
socks, one high and one low, May 5 will think 
about providing equal access and resources to 
individuals with disabilities.

As part of a program called “Dream Like Drew,” 
Dennis Township School teachers Alison Curvan 
and Samantha Matthews hope the activities will 
give students and others a chance to cheer on 
Drew Eykyn, 8, and put a face to a rare genetic 
disorder that affects about one in 50,000 births.

“When you meet Drew, there is something 
magic about him,” said Curvan, a South Dennis 
resident and elementary school teacher. “When 
the kids see him, they see a little boy just like 
them, who wants to do the same things. He is a 
poster boy for the world who touches your heart. 
We want to raise awareness of inclusion for all 
individuals with disabilities.”

Eykyn, the oldest child of Kasey and her hus-
band, Mike, was born with a genetic disorder 
called Cri du Chat syndrome, a French term for 
“cat cry” or “call of the cat,” referring to the 
high-pitched, cat-like cry of infants affected with 
the disease. 

It is a disorder in which a variable portion of 
chromosome 5 is missing or deleted. Symptoms 
vary, depending on the genetic material’s exact 
size and location.

Silly socks, one high and one low, represents 

the full and partially deleted chromosomes that 
occur with Cri du Chat.

In Eykyn’s case, he is walking and says a few 
words, but also uses sign language and a dedicated 
speech device called a NovaChat machine. He is 

Provided
Alison Curvan and Samantha Matthews, two 
Dennis Township Elementary School teachers, 
helped organize Dream Like Drew for Drew 
Eykyn, to raise awareness and inclusion for all 
individuals with disabilities. 

High Schools Make Prom, 

Graduation Plans Despite Covid 
By KAREN KNIGHT

COURT HOUSE - It appears high school seniors, and some juniors, will have their prom and 
graduation ceremony this spring, although they may look different than pre-pandemic events.

Middle Township and Wildwood high schools are having their prom and graduation ceremony, 
as is Cape Christian Academy (CCA) and Cape May County Technical High School. 

Lower Cape May Regional (LCMR) High School is having a prom, but no decision has been made 
regarding graduation. Ocean City High School is planning a prom, but repeated efforts to contact 
the school district about graduation were unsuccessful.

According to a letter posted on its website, Ocean City High School’s prom will be May 22, on its 
“pristine” campus. Principal Dr. Matthew Jamison said a committee of students and administrators 
has been planning the prom, considering “many factors but none more than the senior prom survey.”

The prom will include red carpet introductions, dancing and a disc jockey, a catered dinner, 
outdoor dining, picture stations, and other activities.

Thornton: Commercial Fishermen Must be Heard,
 as Offshore Wind Farm Looms
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‘Dream Like Drew’ Raises 

Awareness of Rare Genetic Disorder
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In February the Herald called for a feasibility 
study of a bridge over the Delaware Bay from Cape 
May to Lewes, Delaware. Recently in an April 4 
editorial, the Press of Atlantic City argued for 
consideration of a bridge before any investments 
are made in a new fleet of ferries. Citizen groups 
have advocated for the bridge. Public officials 
have asked for the matter to be studied. In 2003, 
then-Assemblyman Jeff Van Drew called for a 
feasibility study that was never done. 

For decades the Delaware River and Bay Au-
thority (DRBA) has resisted even studying the 
issue. The last study in 1980 was over forty years 
ago when DRBA concluded that the expense could 
not be justified due to a lack of travel demand. 
At that time the first lanes of the Chesapeake Bay 
Bridge Tunnel were approaching 20 years old. 

Consider that Bridge Tunnel for a moment. 
The first lanes opened to traffic in April 1964. 
As of January 2021, the facility has had over 140 
million vehicle crossings. Once in place the traffic 
demands on the Bridge Tunnel led to construction 
of a parallel crossing in 1995. By April 1999 the 
crossing opened to four lanes of traffic. A further 
expansion project to create a parallel tunnel is 
underway with expected completion in 2023. 

REVIEW & OPINION

Delaware Bridge is a
Necessary Missing Link

The Chesapeake Bridge Tunnel is the most 
recent connection along the Ocean Highway, 
a combination of roadways that predated the 
interstate highway system and carried motor 
vehicles along a route that hugged the Atlantic 
Shoreline as closely as possible. It was a route 
meant to spur tourism and it is still an alternative 
passage for those who seek to avoid the conges-
tion of locations like the Washington Baltimore 
metropolitan area. 

The missing link in the chain of roads and 
crossings is a way across the southern expanse 
of the Delaware Bay. The Cape May Lewes ferry 
with its 85 minute crossing for a limited number 
of vehicles serves as a barrier to a shore route and 
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Your $1 Helps 
Herald Deliver More

RIO GRANDE – In cooperation with select local 
stores, the Herald is seeking the support of our loyal 
readers to help fund our journalism activities. Your 
$1 purchase or donation helps strengthen the Herald 
just when local journalism is needed the most, but 
when our local advertisers are suffering greatly too.
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CAN’T FIND A HERALD?
Read the e-Edition at:

www.capemaycountyherald.com/eedition

Get ready for 
winter with tips 
from local pros!
Page A30

HOME & GARDEN

NATIONAL PET MONTH
Check out our Pet Pages 
for local pets “Doing the 
Shore” & pets up for 
adoption! Page A16-17 


